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Resumd 
Ce rapport intermediaire du projet AMETIS II presente les travaux effectues eh 1993 
ainsi que les premiers resultats obtenus en collaboration avec l^quipe MANTRA de 
TEcole Polytechnique Fdddrale de Lausanne (EPFL). 
Apres une introduction rappelant les objectifs de ce projet, sont däcrits les nouveaux 
instruments installes sur le site de Kloten pour compMter le reseau de mesures. La de
marche et les techniques utilisees dans le cadre de ce projet par l'EPFL sont ensuite dis-
cutees avec Tappui des premiers resultats. 

Zusammenfassung 
Dieser Zwischenbericht zum Projekt AMETIS II stellt die bisherigen Arbeiten des Jah
res 1993 sowie erste Resultate vor, die in Zusammenarbeit mit der Eidgenössischen 
Technischen Hochschule Lausanne erhalten wurden. 
In der Einführung werden kurz die Hauptziele des Projektes vorgestellt. Als nächstes 
sind die neuen Instrumente beschrieben, die in Kloten zur Vervollständigung des 
Messnetzes instalhert wurden. Schließlich werden das Vorgehen und die in diesem 
Projekt von der ETH Lausanne verwendeten Methoden mit Hilfe der ersten Resultate 
erläutert. 

Riassunto 
Si presentä in questo rapporto intermediario del progetto AMETIS II, i lavori effet-
tuati durante f anno 1993, ed i primi risultati della collaborazione con il gruppo 
MANTRA del EPFL (rEcole Polytechnique Föderale de Lausanne). 
Nel introduzione si descrivono gli obiettivi del progetto, per poi presentare i nuovi 
apparecchi introdotti a Kloten per completare il campo di misure. Uapproccio scienti-
fico e le differenü tecniche utilizzate sono discusse ed illustrati da qualche risultati. 



Summary 
This intermediary report of the AMETIS II project, presents the work done during 1993 
and the preliminary results obtained in collaboraüon with the MANTRA team at the 
EPFL (l'Ecole Polytechnique Föderale de Lausanne). 
First a short introduction definestheaims of the project, the new mstruments installed 
at Kloten in order to complete the measurement network are then described. The sci
entific approach and the technics used are also discussed and illusträted by the first 
results. 
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1 Introduction 
Human observers perform aeronauücal meteorological observations at the Swiss air-
ports in Geneva, Zürich, Altenrhein, Grenchen, Bem, Lugano and Sion. These obser
vations are made every thirty minutes round the clock at Geneva and Zürich. They are 
broadcasted to the International Aeronautical Telecommunication Network as ME-
TAR Telegrams, elabörated following the International Civil Aviation Organisation 
(ICAO) Standards. 
The aim of the AMETIS n project is to design, realize and put in Operation a system 
providing in the night hours, at Zürich and then Geneva and regional airports, fully 
automatically generated METARs. 
The coding rules of the METAR have been amended in a Session of the ICAO held in 
1990, in order to allow such an aütomated generaüon. Member States ratified the 
amendment and the new coding rules have beert püt in Operation on the first of July 
1993. 
The structure of such a new METAR is given here below: 
LSGO 0640Z 23012G25kt 120OS 6000NE Br Set015 Bkn050 05/M00 Q1012 
Valid for Geneva airport at 6 h 40 GMT. \^nd is blowing from 230° at 12 knots with gusts up to 25 knots. 
Minimum visibility of 1200 m. occurs in the south direetiön, maximum visibility of 6000 m. in the north-
eäst. Mist is present. A first scattered layer of clouds in present at 1500 ft, a second broken layer is 
present at 5000 ft. Temperature is 5 degrees Celsius, dew point is just below freezing, and the see level 
reduced pressure is of 1012 hectoPascals. 

New technologies play a crucial role in the project. Physicai sensors providing global 
radiative balance of the sky, as well as devices automatically generating present 
weather reports, will be introduced. Neural networks and expert Systems will assume 
the interpretation and management of the Iarge amount of sophisticated information 
emanating from the sensors. 

2 Organisation 

The success of the first phase of the AMETIS II project may be considered as a result 
of a good collaboration between three departments of the Swiss Meteorological Insti
tute (SMI) and the MANTRA team at the Ecole Polytechnique Föderale de Lausanne 
(EPFL). 



2.1 Swiss Meteorological Institute 
The three following departments of the Swiss Meteorological Institute are invoived. 
The F?KgWeMerZeKtn:!e (FWZ), at Zürich airport. Project main management is as
sumed by Mr. Hack, head of the FWZ. Miss Engfer, meteorölogist, works as a first as-
sistant. The main set of trial instruments, including, pyrgeometers, ceilometers, 
forward scattometers, present weather sensors, is instaüed at Kloten (Zürich airport). 
The SfaRoM -AeM̂ogMyMe & Payerng (SAP), manages aü the probiems related to the me
teorological Observation: atmospheric and instrumental physics, raw data Computer 
handling, purchases, construction, calibration, operational duties. At the SAP, Dr. B. 
Högger and Mr. G. Converso are associated to AMETIS II project. 
The Centre M̂ orofoŷ Me & Genese (CMG), assumes the coordination between the 
Mantra group at EPFL and the Swiss Meteorological Institute (SMI). The CMG is in 
Charge of elaborating the learning tasks presented to the neural networks, including 
the design of the pre-processing algorithms invoived. This work was attribüted to Dr. 
D.Cattani and J. Ambühl in 1993. 

2.2 Mantra team 
Maŵ a is an acronym for Machine Neuronale en TRAnches de Reseaux Autonomes. 
Mantra is funded by the Swiss Research Program SPP-IF1992-1995 (Schwerpunktpro-
gram mformatik Forschung), oiiented towards massively parallel Computing Sys
tems. Five laboratories of the EPFL are invoived in the Departments öf Electricity, 
Computing Sciences and Mathemaücs. Ametis II project is included as an application 
sub-project in the main Mantra stream. Led by Prof. Hasler, four graduate engineers 
workedfor Ametis Hin 1993, Mr. E.Amaldi, F.Aviolat, E.Mayoraz and VRobert. 

3 New Instruments 
The measurement equipment at Kloten airport was completed by three new instru
ments, installed during summer 1993. A present weather sensor (LEDWI), a forward 
scattometer (FD12P) and pyrgeometers (EPPLEY). 

3.1 The present weather LEDWI (ScTI, Model OWI-240) 
Let&o: means Light Emitting Diode Weather Identifier and is the name of an instru
ment from ScTI for measuring the precipitation type, amount and intensity. The LED
WI is a kind of a Present Weather Identifier. 
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Funcüonal Description: 
This instrument is able to identiiy the present weather with the parameters precipita
tion State (yes/no) and precipitation type (rain/snow). 
The LEDWI is equipped by a transmitter optical assembly with aninfrared emitting 
diode and a receiver optical assembly that receives the scintillated light (ßgure 1). 

REGEtVER 

PhoKdlodê  

TRANSMÜTER 

[RED 

)R-FHfer: -0.8 m IRED Modulator 

Pr$ 
Am; 

A6C Reclever Signal ProeeMor Mlcroprocessor 

HgT̂ re 2 FMMctiowaf ̂Mgraw o/ t̂ e LEDWI. 
The functionaRty of the LEDWI is based on light scintillation induced by weather par-
ticles. The detected temporal frequency spectrum varies according to the size and the 
veiocity of falling predpitant (rain induced scintillation gives frequendes above 
lKHz; snow induced sdntillation gives frequendes below some hundreds of Hertz). 
To exdude the background light contamination (i.e. sunshine, runway lights) the 
IRED (=InfraRed Emitting Diode) is driven by a modulator. 
The transmitter optic cöllects the IR-light from the IRED to a partially cohereht beam 
of about 50 mm diameter. This light beam is sent to the receiver optics installed about 
0,8 m away. ParÜcles falling through this beam induce a light scintillation that can be 
measured from the receiver optic. The receiver optic detects the scintillated light with 
a horizontal line aperture to measure ohly the verticai predpitant with a PIN photo
diode. The deteded light is sent from the PIN photodiode to the pre-amplifier and to 
the AGC (=Automatic gain controlled) receiver, The Signals from the different Chan
nels get from the signal processor to the microprocessor from where they can be trans-
formed to a readable telegram (figure 2). 
To distinguish raih/snow and the intensity the LEDWI uses two different frequency 
bands and a parüde counting Channel: 

highband:l-4KHz 
low band: 25 - 250 HZ 
parücle Channel 

With these three Channelŝ  it is possible to deted the predpitation State and with the 
ratio from high to low band the predpitation type can be assessed. 
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The algorithms used for the detecüort can be resumed as follows: 
1. The one minute average for the 3 Channels is taken as raw data value 
2. When the particle Channel reaches 50 counts the precipitation is set on TRUE 
3. Precipitation is only set on TRUE if 50 counts are measured for the two 30 sec seg

ments in the 1min average 
4. If it is set on TRUE the Signals from the high and low Channels and the ratio of 

the to Channels are measured. 
5. The Signal strength of the high Channel is taken for intensity and accumulation 

ofrain 
6. The signal strength of the low Channel is taken for intensity of snow 
7. The ratio from high to low Channel is taken för the water content of rain and 

snow. 

LEDWL-WR-P1.17S000Q00X437100L020017K30gl27H172075 
LEDWLW73P0.00S0000EAX436100L003012KM9127H099075 
LEDWI; WS-P0.02S0000PAX441001L026000K351104H07507 

Check 
sum Weather 

type 
ther \ 

Intensity of 
precipitation 
-// + 

Precipitation 
amount (mm/h) 

3 Raw Data (1min average)/baseline of: Low Particle High Channel 

Carrier 1 min average raw data (mV/h) 

Low/Particle/High 
lock indicator 

Status of the sensor 

3.2 The Forward scattometer FD12P (Vaisala): 
The FD12P is a forward seatter optical sensor. It measures visibility, precipitation type 
and intensity; precipitation typeis related to the weather code used in WMO Standard 
message SYNOP and, as additional information, is as well given in the NWS (US Na
tional Weather service) abbreviaüon code. 
Functional Description: 
The FD12P uses the effect of light scattering caused by precipitation particles to meas
ure the precipitation State, type and intensity. The light scattering from a precipitation 
particle is proportional to its volume. 
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Lens / 
TRANSMinER OPTIC RECEIVER OPTIC 

Contamtnatton Measurement trorh Baekseatter 

Power Supply Control Unit 
Mtcro-pröeessor Optional Modem 

The instrument FD12P is equipped with a transmitter and a receiver cafd (optical as-
semblies), a control board and an interconnecting cable. The transmitter card consists 
of an infräred light emitting diode (LED) and an optical lens (with a diameter of 
71mm). The transmitter generates infräred light pulses (figure 3). 
The light pulses are sent at a frequency of 2,3kHz. The wäveiength of the infräred light 
is at about 875 nm. The scattered light is detected by a PIN photodiode in the receiver. 
The receiver is equipped with a phase sensitive lock-in amplifier. The light Signal that 
is generated by the PIN photodiode in the receiver is converted to a frequency and an-
alysed by the microprocessor in the control board. This board controls also the instru
ment Operations. 
The transmitter and receiver optics are aligned at an angle of 33° and as well tilted 20° 
downwards. 
A backscatterihg system controls the optical system. It measures the contaminatioh 
and aging of the optical assembly. For the hackscattering the FD12P consists of a sec
ond PIN photodiode in the transmitter optics, to monitor the transmitted light inten
sity, and a second LED in the receiver optics. 
As an additional eiement the FD12P consists of a DRD12 rairt detector to obtain better 
results in the measurement of precipitation intensity (mm/h) and the water content of 
the precipitation. There is also integrated a DSR13 ambient temperature sensor that is 
needed for the precipitation type. 
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The calculation of the values from the light Signals is, in short words, as follows: 
The FD12P operates with a smail sample volüme of about 0,11. to obtain the informa
tion related to precipitation, in order to detect each independent particle. 
1. The converted Signals are sorted by frequencies, and frequencies changes 

distribution is determined in order to obtain a Signal profile. 
2. When the signal passes the precipitation limit within 4 minutes, the precipitation 

State is set on TRUE. 
3. The precipitation is calculated with an algorithm able to define which part of the 

signal profile is decisive for the calculation of the average signal. 
4. The intensity is calculated with a rain intensity scale. 
5. The precipitation type is calculated with the difference in the optical intensity 

and in the DRD12 intensity as key factor. The temperature is also considered in 
this calculation for the precipitation type, so that at a temperature above 8°C the 
predpitation type is rain, below -5°C snow and between -5° and 8°C unknown. 
For each other specific predpitation type there are different and more detailed 
criteria. 

6. For the visibility the converted Signals can be classified as follows: 
signal of 0.1Hz corresponds to a visibility of 20 km 
signal of 1 Hz corresponds to a visibility of 4500 m 
signal of 10 Hz corresponds to a visibility of 800 m 
signal of 100 Hz corresponds to a visibility of 150 m 

FD12P: 00 2675 2607 R 62 62 61 2.00 0.74 0 
Visibility \ 
alarm j . . , ... 

/ \ \ Instantj)recipitation 
Hardware 
error 

type, NWS code 

Visibility 1 min 
average (m) 
max 50000m 

Predpitation type 
SYNOP code (0-99) 
instant / 15min / lh 

Visibility 10 min average(m) 
max 50000m 

cumulative water sum (inm) 

cumulative 
snowŝ m 
(mm) 

Precipitation intensity 
(volüme) mm/h 

F:gMre 4 Exawpfê br a Megraw sent jirow %e FD12P. 
precipitation type: 
instant = the precipitation type, which was measured most frequenüy during the last 15 sec. 
15min = the precipitation type, which was measured most frequently during the last 15 min. 
lh = the precipitation type, which was measured most frequently during the last lh. 

*2 precipitation intensity = highest intensity during the last 15 sec. 
*3 cumulative water sum = cumulative sum until the value 999 is reached, then it is reset to 0. 
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3.3 The pyrgeometer (EPPLEY: PYR) 

The pyrgeometer from EPPLEY (model PYR) is introduced to help the estimation of 
the cioudiness during the night time (see [Ambrosetti 91]). 

The radiation oh the earth may be divided in two parts. The s%orf-raHgB soZar radiaüon 
which belöngs to the wäveiength ränge of 0.3 to 3.0 um. The long-waue ierresh-MZ radi
ation which comprised of the incoming atmospheric eomponent (i.e. downward emis-
sion by gases of the atmosphere; water vapour and carbon dioxide espedally) ahd the 
outgoing terrestrial eomponent (i.e. upward emission and refiection by natural surfac
es ahd atmospheric gases). The wäveiength ränge of these components is 3 to 40 um. 
The terrestrial radiation which reaches the ground from dear sky above, is mainiy due 
to emission by atmospheric gases. Within these eonditions around 50% of the radia
tion cömes from the first 30m of the atmosphere above the ground. The presence of rel
atively dense liquid water douds in the atmosphere ad as blackbodies, and thus 
strongly modify the radiation balance [Coulson 75]. 

The %%eomefers are long-wave radiometers, they inherently measure the exchange of 
radiation between a horizontal blackened surface (the detedor) and the target viewed 
(sky, ground,...). 
The EPPLEY PIR pyrgeometer is designed to have a detedor automatically compen-
sated, allowing isolation of the radiation from the target impinging on the detedor 
[Eppley]. A thermistor-battery-resistance is incorporated to predsely cömpensate the 
detedor temperature. 
The detector (a thermopile) is isolated from solar short-wave flux by a hemisphere of 
Silicon on which an interference filter was deposit, as a result the detedion wäveiength 
window is of the ränge of 3 to 50 um. A crudal system of Ventilation plus heating is 
associated to the detedor when used outside (ßgure 5). 

Heater ] ^ Ventiiated air 

Infräred detector 

FtgMre 5 Sĉ emattc Mgw o/a pyrggoweter. 
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Since august 1993 two pyrgeometers are installed in Kloten, the distance between the 
two instruments is about 2 meters. 

The message emitted every minute from the pyrgeometers is presented on figure 6. 
93-12-21 00:02:28 
PYRGEOMETER: -.32601,-.31756,-.33343,.00328,160.98, 161.24,-.32424, 
-.31576,-.33015, .00324,161.11, 161.83,258.97, .16819, 164.82, 184.59, 
15.195, 13.806, 0 

Figure 6 Typicai message sewt by the 2 pyrgeometers, coMfawiwg the thermo-tension vafMes, 
fhefrstcM&r^ &Maffows, awd temperarMres o/the abme ana* the casê br each pyrgeoweie^ to
gether H?#h data cowcerwwg the vewf:Zaiott 

According to several references reviewed in [Ambrosetti 91], it is possible to estimate 
of the amount of the clouds or the type of the clouds present in the sky by coupling 
the infräred emission values with a set of atmospheric parameters. Empirical relations 
are established in order to reduce the influence of the first layers of the atmosphere on 
the measured radiation, and in this way enhance the impact of the clouds on the radi
ation balance. 

But the results are not valuable enough, and further probiems may occur due to sea
sonal or diurnai variations of weather eonditions. 

4 Data acquisition 

A personal Computer is used to collect all the messages emitted by the different instru
ments. They are all interconnected using modern lines. A sequence of measurement is 
recorded every rninute, it contains: the present weather sensor, the scattometer, the 2 
pyrgeomenters and data obtained by a ceilometer (heights of the base of clouds). Typ
ical sequence is presented in figure 7. 

93-12-21 00:02:28 
PYRGEOMETER: -.32601,-.31756,-.33343,.00328,160.98, 161.24,-.32424, -
.31576,-.33015, .00324,161.11, 161.83,258.97, .16819, 164.82, 184.59, 
15.195, 13.806, 0 
LEDWI: W P0000S0000BAX431111L-06-07K111107H073071 
FD12P: 00 50000 50000 C 0 0 0 0.00 48.37 5 
CEILOMETER: X0CCF //// //// //// 2EE0////A9FF18///// 
=================================,=>>=======///////////A7 

F:gMre 7 Sê Mewce o/ fe/egrams recor&a* epery mfwMte. 
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The Ries containing the data of the new instruments are combined together with data 
from the main database of the SMI in order to build tasXs required by the data treat-
ment. Each task is on a matrix format (example on figure 8), it is based on the compar
ison on past or recent weather measurements - and manuai weather observations in 
METAR or SYNOP form. 

{0001100000000000 
0001100000000000 
0000000000000000 
0001100000000000 
0001100000000000 
0100000000000000 
0001100000000000 
0101100000000000 
0001100000000000 
0110000000000000 
0001100000000000 
0001100 000000000 
0001100000000000 
0110000000000000 
00011000 00000000 
0001100000000000 
0010000000000000 
0001100000000000 
0001100000000000 
0001100000000000 
0111000000000000 
0110000000000000 
0000000000000000 
0110000000000000 
0001100000000000 
0110000000000000 
0100000000000000 
0110000000000000 
0001100000000000 
0100100000000000} 

ceüömeter data 

2 pyrgeometers 
{20 357.4099 357.1933 3573037 357.5137357.5779 3573597 357.9704 358.58113584460 358.8014 } 
{30 359.0022 359.1564359.8435 360.3273 360.1499 3603625 360.3328 359.6680 360.0736 360.4842 } 
{ 40 359.5869 3593238 359.5030 359.5645 359.9812 360.1114 359 4604 3593638 359.1554 359.4770 } 
{20352.5200 352.7571352.4254 352.6860 352.5537 352:4351352.7304 353.1609 353.1956 353.9079 } 
{30 354.3209 354.5692 354.9234 35M956 355.1781355.0865 355.0621354.6900 354.7075 355.5894 } 
{40 355.1242 3543098 3543860 353.9603 354.7489 354.7907 354.0245 354.1503 3543272 354.1118 } 
{20118115 947 9616 0131110} 
{3011911390196161125103} automatic observations 
{4011711390496161124102} 
{{1993827204042005824005200083300}} synoptic Observation 

Figure # Examp/e o/ fhe %tfg mafrix corresponding fö fhe 30 minKfes preceding fhe sywopifc 
o&sgruat!OM. PoMr parts ore present; the ceMomefer data, the 2 pyrgeometer measMrements, the 
oMtowotic observotiows and the synoptic ohserua%OM wdMo'iKgr date, time o/ the Observation, 
uisiMity, type o/ weather and reportê  cfoK̂ s. 
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The past weather data are recovered fröm KLAZY (SMI database), either from the orte-
hour database or the 10 minutes database (figure 9). The SYNOP observations are gen
erally used for learning purposes: their description of cloud amoünts (9 ciasses) is 
more precise than the one of the METAR observations (4 ciasses). 

KLAZY: database on the main Computer of the SMI (METEOR/SIEMENS) Pc-unity collecting the instruments data in the field 
1 hour 
database 

10 minutes 
database 

(_klo2.ipf j ( Hozl.ipf ^) 

one file per day including 
every minute data from: 
-ceilometer 
-pyrgeometer 
-weather sensors 

( synasta.doc) (astälO.doc) 

( KLAZYdoc)-

( Matrix.LWZ.doc ) 

KLO-TASK 
SMI Sun-network 

fo EPFL/DAM 

F:gMrg 9 Sojfrware diagraw roMtg Msed to consfrMcf a cowpfete taŝ r. 

The amount of a cloud layer, when reported in 9 ciasses, refers to 0 (clear sky) up tö 8 
eighths of sky covered (sky completely covered), - in 4 ciasses (new METAR code) SKC 
sky clear, SCT scattered (1 to 4 eighths of sky covered), BKN broken (5 to 7 eighths of 
sky covered) and OVC overcast sky completely covered. 
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5 Artificial Neural Networks for Classißcation 
Data treatment is based on Artißcial Neural Networks used in this application for Clas
sification. As presented by [Ambühl 93] neural network is an interesting tool to help 
the analyse of an important flow of meteorological data. 
In the project AMETIS n, artificial neural networks are used to estabhsh a "meteoro
logical context" from which the characteristics of the cloud coverage may be deduced. 
All the inputs of the network are automatically measured parameters such as temper
atures, precipitation amount, i.r. radiation, wind,..... 
No physiCal pre-treatment or empirical rules are applied at this stage of the investiga
tions. 
5.1 Artificial Neural Networks 
A neural network is characterized by its architecture, including its number of units 
and their pattem of connection, the kind of computation performed by each unit and 
the learning method used to adjust its parameters. We wül concentrate on multilayer 
perceptrons, as they are best suited to Classification probiems (figure 10). 
A feedforward multilayer neural network is eomposed of n input units, foiiowed by 
one or several layers of processing units; the last layer contains m output units. There 
is no connection between units ön the same layer and each unif receivesits inputs only 
from the preceding layers. Input units don't partieipate in the calculations; they are 
only present as an interface. Units of the intermediate layers are called "hidden units" 
as they are neither input hör output Units. 

sensor 1 

sensor n 

— . 
ske 

set 

bki 

ove 
FigMre 10 Schenrnttc rgpresgutatiow o/a wMKiZayer neMraZ network wRh three %ers cnd̂ bMr 
öMtput units. 
Each processing unit (neMron) realizes a simple computation: 
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It performs the weighted sum of its inputs Xj and evaluates its output o(v) by applying 
a non-linear function o. This kind of formal neuron is historically called a perceptron 
(figure 11). In our case, o will be the hyperbolic tangent function, which is well suited 
to continuous input and output values. 

FigKre 11 SchenMtic representation o/â )WMi neMron. 
When presenting a input vector to the network, by assigning each eomponent to the 
corresponding input unit, the processing units evaluate their Outputs layer by layer, 
from the first hidden layer to the output layer. The activations of the output units are 
the components of the Output vector producedby the network. Thus, the network per
forms an application from R " to R which depends on the weight parameters ŵ . 
The goal of superPMed iearwing is to memorize associations between p input vectors â  
and p output vectors b*. These p associations {(a*,b*),... ,(â ,b̂ ),... ,(aP,b_P)} form the 
"task" that must be realized by the network. Given a task and a network, leaming con
sists in deterrnining values for the parameters ŵ  of the network, such that it gives the 
desired output b* for each input vectors a*. 
Usually, leaming is formulated as an optimization probiem where the goal is to mini-
mize an error function, measuring the Performances of the system for the considered 
task. After leaming is complete, it is interesting to look at the quahty of the system's 
responses for input vectors that don't belong to the task. This amoünts to evaluate the 
"generalization" properties of the system. 

5.2 Algorithmic Developments 
Training a feedforward multilayer neural network with continuoüs activations is clas-
sically performed by the backpropagation algorithm [Rumelhart 86]. This amoünts to 
minimize the sum of the quadratic errors over the associations of the task using a sim
ple gradient descent technique. Unfortunately this algorithm has many drawbacks: it 
has a very slow convergence rate and it gets often trapped in poor local minima of the 
error function. In the extensively used stochastic backpropagation, one doesn't even 
consider the total gradient of the error function. 
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In order to improve the training of the parameters of the network, more sophisticated 
opümization methods can be adopted. A first improvement is to combine several de-
scent directions, as in the conjugate gradient algorithm [Minoux 91]. However, instead 
of using only the first order derivatives of the function to optimize, its second deriva
tives are of interest. This kind of second order methods are referred to as Newton 
methods. Unfortunately the resulting Hessian matrix is very time consuming to com-
pute. 
An approximation of this matrix is used in general, giving rise to the quasi-newton 
methods. Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb and Shanno deveioped such a method, referred 
to as BFGS, for which they proved robustness and good Performances. In the frame
work of neural networks there is usually a Iarge number of variables; therefore the ma
trix approximating the Hessian can be quite Iarge. In order to avoid manipulating such 
Iarge matrices, a variant of the BFGS ätgorithm was deveioped, requiring the use of 
vectors only. This method is caUed Memorytess BFGS, because it doesn't störe any ma
trix. It has been shown to be as robust as the matrix based BFGS, thus also allowing 
for inexact unidimensional search, and leading to results that are almost as good 
[Shanno 78]. 

6 Tasks and Results 

Four different tasks were established during 1993. The purpose was to approach step 
by step the final complexity of the so-called definitive task at Kloten while all the new 
instruments were neither fixed nor connected. 
The selection of the crucial parameters, the formatting and the normalisation of the 
data have to be selected. The desired output is based on the manuai synoptic observa
tions where clouds are reported. Data was divided into 2 sets of equal size: one used 
for the learning part and the other one to evaluate the network Performances. The goal 
of the leaming phase is to determine a set of weights that provides the best Perform
ances on the training set. Evaluation of the results on the testing set was performed by 
Computing the distance between the class given by the network and the desired class, 
either with the original 9 ciasses or these reduced to the 4 ciasses necessary for the ME
TAR messages. 

6.1 Task Locamo 
As a first goal, we have chosen to evaluate the total cloud amount from the meteoro
logical background given by the automatic Station and the pyrgeometer, assurning 
that the base height of the main cloud layer is known. The data were coiiected at Lo
camo meteorological site, where the first pyrgeometer was installed. 
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6.1.1 Preprocessingof Data 
First we had to find a good preprocessing of the data. It is an important step so that 
the network can leam the task well. It evolved through the several tasks we consid
ered. An appropriate normalizahon of the input data is performed by centering it on 
the mean and reducing it by the variance. A more sophisticated treatment has been 
adopted for some of the inputs. The extensive simulations permitted to select the most 
relevant set of inputs. 
6.1.2 BFGS (Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb, Shanno) Algorithm 
The first retained architecture has one hidden layer with a few sigmoidal (hyperbolic 
tangent shaped) units and one sigmoidal output unit. The diserete output values (the 
ciasses) were transformed into conünuous ranges of equal length. The objective of the 
leaming phase is to minimize the quadratic error over the training set. Leaming was 
performed by a MetHoryless BFGS algorithm with inexaet one-dimensionäl optimiza-
tion search. A thorough study was carried out to determine the most appropriate size 
of the network. Simulations showed that few hidden units suffice to obtain very good 
results on the testing set. 
6.1.3 Trial: Weigend penalty 
In order to improve the Performances of the networks over the testing set and gener-
alizatiön ability of the network, several improvements were investigated. To avoid an 
overfitting of the data, a penalty term similar to that proposed by [Weigend 91] was 
added to the error function. Such a modification did not lead to significant improve
ment while making the training process more complex. 
6.1.4 Added: Validation 
In order to devise an optimal stopping criterion for the optimization procedure, weex-
tracted from the training set a subsetof data to be used as a "Validation set". The leam
ing phase is stopped as soon äs the error on the Validation set increases sensitively 
This way to limit overfitting led to a significant improvement in the generalization 
Performances of the networks. Moreover, results became more robust with respect to 
the number of hidden Units. 

6.2 Task Payeme 
This is the first step towards serial data. The goal of this task is similar to task Locamo 
and consists of evaluating the cloud amount of the main cloud layer. The input vector 
now contains measured fluctuations on the pyrgeometer values. In the data set from 
the Payerne staüon, the pyrgeometer values are measured every 10 min., and all the 
measurements of the current hour are employed. 
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6.2.1 Importance of Pyrgeometer 

In contrast to task Locarno, results were improved here by including a better contex-
rual environment for this important input. Each bar chart of Figure 12 shows the 
number of correctly classified examples at the bottom in black, then above the number 
of examples with output at a distance 1 from the desired value, and so on. The first 
chart was obtained without pyrgeometer measures, the second one with the current 
pyrgeometer measure and the last one with all 5 measurements of the current hour. 
The tests made without the pyrgeometer input (left bar on figure 12) were not as good 
as the two others, showing that this measure is essential in order to deterrnine the level 
of cioudiness and thus jusüfying the need for such a mstrument. 
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FigMre 12 Zmporfancg q̂ mg pyrgeowefer ua?Mes, (0) wo uaiHes, (1) acfMH? measures and (5) Zasf 
hour u%?Mes. VerticaHy the MMm&er o/associations, each cofor groMps the associations with the 
same disfance to the Observation. The iowest bar indicates the number o/correct associations. 

6.2.2 Variation: Learning with 4 ciasses 

Experiments were carried out to have the network learn the task with the ciasses re-
duced to 4, as needed for the generaüon of METAR messages. The quality of the re
sults slightly diminished, but not significantly. 

6.2.3 Trial: Binary Outputs 

Several additional trials where performed. One of them was to use 9 (or 4) binary Out
put units, one for each cioudiness class. The results obtained with this representation 
of the ciasses were clearly not as good as the first ones. 
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6.2.4 Trial: Radial Basis Functions Networks 
Another Variation was to use a completely different kind of neural networks, eom
posed of radial basis functions, instead of sigmoidal units. Training was performed by 
an enhanced version of an algorithm due to [Platt 91]. Although very good results 
were obtained in other time series applications, this different type of networks did not 
perform better than the classical ones on the task considered so far. Nevertheless we 
are planning to experiment them on the new task, which will contain more temporal 
data. 

6.2.5 "Cleaning" of Task 
The data used for this trial was thoroughly studied. In particular, all very badly clas
sified cases were idenüßed and all easily recognizable cases were removed. The tests 
described below (6.2.6,6.2.7,6.2.8) were performed on this restricted task. 

6.2.6 Balance of Ciasses 
One of the important probiems is that the 9 ciasses are not balanced. For instance, sky 
clear (0/8) and of completely clouded sky (8/8) examples are more frequent than the 
others. In order to improve the learning of the smail ciasses, training was performed 
with extended sets of examples. The first idea was simply to repRcate examples of the 
smail ciasses. The second method generated new examples of the smail ciasses, from 
the available ones, by slightly perturbing the data. This improved the results, but not 
very significantly 

6.2.7 One network per class 
As mentioned before, we also considered networks with binary output units. Here in
stead of using one network with 9 (or 4) Outputs, we used 9 (or 4) independent netr 
works with one output unit. Each network was trained to discriminate one class 
against all others. The output of the system is the number of the network giving the 
highest response. This led to substanüal improvement. The obtained results were sig
nificantly better than those provided by Single networks. As before, smaü networks 
were sufficient to perform the task correctly 

6.2.8 Added input data: height of the clouds 
Preparing for the definitive task (Kloten) with ceilometer measures, we added the log-
arithm of the height of clouds as an input. Experiments were carried out both with a 
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Single network and with several networks. The results improved significantly. Figure 
13 shows a comparison between the use of 1 and 4 networks to determine the cioudi
ness of the main leveL using the height of this level. All networks have 8 hidden neu
rons and were trained on 4 ciasses. 
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the HM/nbery o/aMocM̂ o/ty wf̂ h a dMfawe o/O to 3j?wn the correct cfoMd owoMwy o/c/oM̂  
.specf o/fhe dM^Mtiow ̂rejewted ow/!̂ re 74. 
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6.2.9 Linear Programming 
A different type of algorithm for designing multilayer networks of threshold units is 
currently under investigation. This constructive technique, proposed by [Mangasari-
an 93] and based on linear programming, is well suited to Classification probiems. An 
interesting feature of this approach is that the network architecture must not be select-
ed a prion and it can be easily extended to multiple ciasses probiems. The preliminary 
tests are promising. 

6.2.10 Empirical Formula 
Figures 14 presents the application of an empirical treatment in order to deduce the 
cloud amount from pyrgeometer measurements. The height of the base of the main 
clouds is assumed to be known. 
Both neural networks show a clear improvement with respect to the application of an 
empirical formula in solving this specific task. Especially in the distinction of the first 
ciasses of cioudiness SCT and SKC. 

FtgMre 74 JRaM&s o/#te aßpRcofiow o/aw empirica/ a-eaanenf. ?%g 3D cAarf prasenR ?Ae MWH-
%?ers o/aMoc:at:oyM w%A a dtstance o/O to 3/rom ̂Ae correct c/oMJ a/MOMMt o/c/oM& cFaM̂ ed 
in 4 c/â êA 
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6.2.11 Summary of secüons 6.1 and 6.2 
The main results obtained so far are: 

well suited preprocessing of the data 
exclusion of irrelevant parameters such as wind intensity and direetiön, 
systematic use of temperature differences as input parameters, for example 2m 
temperature rninus the 5cm temperature, 
deaning of the tasks by removal from the leaming task of "trivial" cases, such as 
the foggy eonditions, based on a very poor visibility criterion. 

6.3 Task Geneva 
This task concems only the data of a ceilometer, recorded every minutes day and 
night. In the leaming process they are assodated with the corresponding METAR mes-
sages established by the human observer. 
The goal is to prepare an appropriate matrix format and to determine the best preproc
essing in order to deted the main doud layer and the lower doud layer. Data were coi
iected at Cointrin airport on a ceilometer connected to a PC. 
The selected format for the ceilometer data is a matrix filled by 0 or 1. The rows contain 
the one minute measurement, the columns the levels of the height of doud basis and 
the height or their extension. "1" is put when the deteded ränge or extension of a 
cloud corresponds to a given level (see figure 8). 
The seleded levels are: [ 0, 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000, 3500, 4000, 4500, 5000, 
6000,7000,8000,9000,10000 ] (feet). 
A first simple heuristic algorithm was worked out to extract the heights of the douds 
from the big amount of ceilometer data. Results seem satisfadory but more data is 
needed to evaluate this preprocessing. 

6.4 Task Kloten 
This task gathers the data from the new instruments: pyrgeometers, the ceilometer 
(every minutes), and the 10 minutes values measured by the automatic Station at Klo
ten. The leaming is based on 5 synoptic observations every night. Software programs 
have been elaborated to construct the matrix used by the leaming process. Several 
months of data are needed to begin the work. 
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6.5 Conciusion 
The leaming algorithms used here to minimize the error function lead to great im
provements with respect to the Standard backpropagation algorithm. They are based 
on the BFGS optimization procedure, which is a very powerful second order descent 
method, and require the computation of the first derivatives of the error function. 
Moreover, the use of a Validation set, which is common in backpropagation, tums out 
to be an efßcient stopping criterion. 
Note that, as for aü optimization methods, convergence aiways occurs towards a local 
minimum and no method is guaranteed to give the optimal set of weights. However, 
the results obtained so far demonstrate that good Solutions are reached in a reasonable 
amount of time, and that the obtained networks have good generaüzation Perform
ances. 

7 Concluding Remarks, Outlooks 

Teamwork and coüaboration between MANTRA-team at EPFL, SMI/CMG and SMI/ 
FWZ is exceüent. Recent Workshop on SPP Informatik underlines that point. During 
1993 personal invest at CMG was 110 days (D.Cattani 60 and J. Ambühl 50 working 
days), and respectively 80 days at the EPFL by E Mayoraz, E.Amaldi, F.Aviolat and 
V.Robert. 
Schedule of the 1993 year was exactly respected (see Appendix). 
First version of the Kloten main task is ready on the way 

CMG, EPFL and FWZ wiü continue on this work foüowing a weü defined research 
project for 1994: 
1. Elaboration of a neural network as a tool to determine the main cloud layer 

(height of its basis and cloud amount) using a weight matrix determined by the 
Kloten leaming task. 

2. "Leaming by hints" methodology wiü be introduced, using the reports produced 
by the present weather sensors as hints dehvered to the neural networks. 

3. The final structure of the Mantra machine, either Hard, or Soft as a neural simu 
lator, wiü be fixed in the second half of 1994. 

A lot a work is ahead on the way Personal Investment wiü be as heavy in 94 as it has 
been in 93. 
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Appendix 

Schedule of AMETIS II project 

Year Task 
1993 Project specification (Pflichtenheft) 

Installation of the instruments on the testing site at Kloten 
Elaboration of the leaming tasks to be presented to the neural 
network at the Mantra team. 

1994 Further studies and developments 
Material purchases 
Design and construction of the basic data handling devices 
(EPFL,ITR) 

1995 
Tests 

1996 Final material purchases 
Operational tests (including ICAO compatibility) 
AMETIS II in Operation 
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